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By ST AFF REPORT S

French atelier Christian Dior is evoking the low-key aesthetic of Greece for its latest limited-edition tableware
collection.

Last summer, Dior drew off its  founder's passion for decor with the creation of a home goods collection. The first
limited-edition line for Dior Maison was available exclusively at the brand's then-new London flagship, with pieces
from artists and designers including Peter Marino and Hubert Le Gall (see story).

Inspired by Mykonos 
Dubbed the "epitome of Greek chic" by Financial T imes' How To Spend It, the tableware collection was designed by
Themis Zouganeli. Based in Athens, Ms. Zouganeli is  a personal friend of Dior Maison creative director Cordelia de
Castellane.

For the Skorpios tableware collection for Dior, Ms. Zouganeli worked with Greece's signature color palette of blue
and white to adorn a series of porcelain plates, cups and saucers, serving bowls and platters with a simple design.
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Visits to the Dior Boutique in Paris.. #Dior #ThemisZ

A post shared by Themis Zouganeli (@themiszc) on Aug 11, 2017 at 9:59am PDT

Ms. de Castellane's only prompt to Ms. Zouganeli, who designs for her lifestyle band Themis Z, was to work in blue
and white. The resulting two patterns speak to Ms. Zouganeli's home island of Mykonos, but have a cross-cultural
appeal.

The modern yet traditional Skorpios collection will retail exclusively at Dior stores in London, Paris and Cannes,
France.

In the coming weeks, the collection, named after a private island once owned by Greek shipping billionaire Aristotle
Onassis, will be available at other Dior boutiques in Geneva, Monaco, New York and Asia.

Prices for the collection range from $64 for a saucer to $270 for a serving platter.
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